
Mezzo Cheat Sheet   I Think I Love You    
 
 
1Bah bah bah bah 2bah bah bah bah  
3Bah bah bah bah. 4bah bah I’m  
5sleeping and right in the middle of a 6good dream, I call out once I  
7wake up, from something that keeps 8knocking at my brain, Be 
9fore I go insane I hold my 10pillow to my head and  

11spring up in my bed screaming 12out the words I dread wha think I  
13love you, wha think I 14love you This  
15morning, I woke up with this 16feeling I didn’t know how to  
17deal with And so I just de 18cided to myself I’d  
19hide it to myself and 20never talk about it And  
21did not go and shout it When you 22walked into the room Wha think I  
23love you, wha think I 24love you, wha think I  
25love you So what am I so a 26fraid of? I’m afraid that I’m not  
27sure of A love there is no 28cure for 
29cure for 30 love you Isn’t that what life is  
31made of? Though it 32worries me to say That I’ve  
33never felt this way 34Glo-ri-a 
35Glo-ri-tum 36Glo- o- ri – a- a- a- a 
37In ex-cel-sis 38Sanc-tum 
39Spi-ri-tum 40Spi-ri-tu-um Sanc 
41Tum 42  43  44 . . . Think a-bout 
45Hey, wha think I 46love you So what am I so a- 
47fraid of? I’m afraid that I’m not 48sure of a love there is no  
49cure for 50 Cure for  
51love you. Isn’t that what life is 52made of? Though it  
53worries me to say that I’d 54never felt this way. Be- 
55-lieve me, you really don’t have to 56worry I only want to make you  
57 happy, and if you say, “Hey, 58go away,” I will, but  
59 I think better still I’d better 60stay around and love you do you  
61think I have a case? Let me 62ask you to your face Do you think you  
63 love me? Wha think I 64 love you. Wha think I  
65 love you. Wha think I 66 love you. Wha think I  
67 love you. Wha think I 68 love you. Wha think I  
69 love you. Wha think I 70 love you. Wha think I  
71 love you. Wha think I 72 love you.  
 
 


